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Abstract— Communication networks today are facing an ever
increasing network traffic as well as raising quality-of-service
agreements, which together demand for high performance net-
work routers. Since a router has to search a large set or routing
rules for every incoming packet, it normally utilizes efficient
search mechanisms, such as trees or hash tables. This paper
evolves hash functions directly in hardware and also discusses an
improved initialization process. On a benchmark test consisting of
65,536 routing rules, the final hash functions consume an average
of about 1.3 memory accesses per incoming data packet.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As is well known, routers are essential components in
almost any digital communication network, since they control
all the network traffic. A router’s main task is, as Figure 1
indicates, to route incoming data packets from input lines to
proper output lines. In the pertinent literature [14], the in-
put/output lines are also referred to asports. A packet consists
of two parts, its header and its actual (user) data content. In the
simplest case, a router makes its routing decisions based on
some particular header information fields, such as the source
and destination MAC addresses, the source and destination IP
addresses, and/or the utilized transport protocol (UDP or TCP).
In more complex situations, the router may also consider some
of the packet’s user data content.

The routing task is not always as easy as it appears at
first glance. It might happen, for example, that a single
output port or even the entire router is congested. In such
situations, the router cannot forward all incoming packetsto
their destinations; rather, it has to drop selected packets. This
decision may depend on the packet’s actual content and/or on
the quality-of-service negotiated for selected connections. For
example, dropping a small number of voice-over-IP packets
might help the router to overcome its congestion. It might

Fig. 1. The main task of a router is to control the network traffic by
forwarding incoming packets to the correct destinations.

even happen that a router is forced to manipulate packets for
example, when inserting MPLS label stacks into packets [17],
In summary, a router processes every incoming packet and
forwards (routes) it to the desired port, which depends on the
packet’s content, particularly the packet’s header fields.This
problem is also known as the packet classification problem. In
addition, increasing numbers of input/output ports and raising
bandwidths on each port as well as increasing quality-of-
service demands request routers to process incoming packets
as fast as possible. Thus, designers have to construct routers
with very low latencies, in order to assure traffic and quality-
of-service demands, for example, in a voice-over-IP connec-
tion.

Figure 2 illustrates a straight-forward approach in which a
router maintains a potentially large data base, which defines
how to route incoming packets. A single rule of such a
data base can be formulated like:if ( packet.dest IP
equals 130.60.48.8 ) then route-to-port 5.
Furthermore, a rule might contain wilde cards and/or ranges
so that it applies to many different packets keeping the data
base’s size limited. In the remainder of this paper, the packet
content that is responsible for selecting a rule is referredto
as thekey.

Conversely, for each incoming packet, the router has to
search its data base until a rule matches, and then executes
the specified action(s), i.e., packet content manipulations and
routing to the predefined output port. Withn denoting the

Fig. 2. A packet classifier utilizes a data base to map every incoming packet
onto the proper output port.



number of rules in the data base, a sequential search through
the data base requires an average ofn/2 comparisons resulting
in a search complexity ofO(n). With a steady increase in
both the bandwidth and the number of ports, the size of the
data base and thus the number of data base lookups are also
steadily increasing. With a data base size of up to 160,000
[10] in state-of-the-art routers such a sequential search might
become too expensive in terms of resulting latencies. In other
words, the mechanisms for finding the correct routing rule
devotes particular emphasis.

The concept of hash tables offers a powerful search mech-
anism, since they might yield a constant time complexity
O(1) ≪ O(n) under certain circumstances [9]. Unfortunately,
the routing profile of a single router changes over time,
which would require adaptive hash tables in order to operate
time-efficient. Accordingly, previous research [16] provides a
proof-of-concept that hash tables can be directly employed
in hardware and that the required online adaptation can be
achieved by an evolutionary algorithm, which can also be
directly employed in the very same hardware. Therefore, this
intrinsic (evolvable) hardware approach yields both mostly
constant search timeO(1) and constant online adaptation to
changing routing profiles. Since this paper investigates the
behavior of various genetic algorithms, Section II provides a
detailed description of the developed hardware platform. Other
approaches, such as binary trees and binary search in ordered
lists, would requireO(lg n) memory accesses on average,
which would be better than a linear search but worse than
hashing; further computational costs for inserting and deleting
rules are not considered here.

Since the hardware platform has been developed in previous
research, this paper focuses on how to efficiently evolve
such hash functions in hardware. To this end, Section III
describes the experimental setup in full detail. The results,
as presented in Section IV, indicate that genetic algorithms
can efficiently evolve reasonably-good hash functions within
about 200 generations.

In order to speed up the initial evolutionary process, which
starts off with randomly generated individuals, Section V de-
scribes an initialization process, which extracts certainstatisti-
cal properties form the initial rule set. The results indicate that
this initialization significantly improves both the evolutionary
process and the final solution. Finally, Section VI concludes
with a brief discussion.

II. A DAPTIVE HASHING DIRECTLY IN HARDWARE

This section describes the problem in more detail and
also provides a brief overview of previous research. The
presentation starts off with a brief description of hash functions
and their properties.

A. Hash Functions: Construction and Properties

In general, a search algorithm of any kind is required in
cases where the domain is much larger than the elements to
be stored, and/or where the domain size exceeds the available
memory capacity. Assume, for example, an algorithm stores

100 different 16-bit integer values. Then the domain would
consist of 65,536 different values, and thus, a memory of
2×65, 536 bytes would be way too excessive to merely store
100 integer values; more than 99 % of the memory would not
be used at all.

A hash functionh(x) maps a valuex onto a hash value,
which is usually from a much smaller domain{h(x)} ≪ {x}
than the argument domain{x}. Assume, for example, a packet
classifier (router) with 2ee=1024 rules and packets with 32-bit
wide keys, which could represent the destination IP addresses.
Then, the hash function has to map 4,294,967,296 different
values onto a new domain with 1024 entries. In order to work
efficiently, the actual number of rules would be less than or
equal to 1024.

Since a hash function maps values from a large domain
onto a much smaller one, not all different values can have
different hash values. That is, it occurs that two hash values
h(x) = h(y 6= x) are equivalent even though their arguments
are not. In a practical application, suchcollisions must be
resolved. This can either be done by rehashingg(h(x)) the
hash value by another hash functiong() or by searching for
a free memory entry. Such a (linear) search can be done by
adding a constant prime number, including the value 1, to the
hash value.

For a given set of values, the quality of a hash function
can be measured by the number of conflicts that occur when
hashing all given keys into memory. A hash function that
maps allgivenvalues onto different hash values, i.e., memory
entries, is called perfect; in practical applications the number
of collisions does not vanish. The reason for this is that the
actual values be mapped are not known in advance.

The optimization task is thus to find a particular hash
function h(x) that maps all givenn input valuesx1..n with
as few as possible conflicts. Whether or not the number
of conflicts vanishes depends on both the arguments and
operators that can be employed into the hash function.

B. Routing using Hash Functions

Figure 3 sketches the evolvable hardware platform that
has been developed in previous research [16]. The hardware
works as follows: A key parser extracts the key, i.e., the
destination IP address, from an incoming packet, and by means
of a switch, forwards it to the hash function that is entirely
realized in hardware. The hash function maps the key onto
the classification rule, which is consequently forwarded tothe
actual routing unit (shown only in Figure 2). Because the hash
function also has to resolve conflicts, it always compares its
input key with that stored along each rule. And in case of a
collision, the hash function linearly searches the memory,as
has already been described in Subsection II-A.

The hardware platform shown in Figure 4 also features a
second hash function, which allows for online updates, and
thus, evolution in hardware. The hardware evolution model
(bottom part of the figure) can apply variations to the second
hash function and can also monitor the performance, i.e., num-
ber of conflicts, of both. Depending on the actual performance,



Fig. 3. This hardware classifier platform has been developedin previous research [16]. A genome feedslg n elements, which select two bit positions from
k-bit-wide keys by a number of multiplexers.

the platform can utilize either of the hash functions by properly
configuring the two switches.

Each of the two hash functions are defined by a bit string
S consisting ofs = 2 lg(k) lg(n) bits, with k denoting the
number bits to code the input valuesx and n denoting the
number of bits to code the hash valuesh(x). In the example
presented above, the values werek = 32 and n = 1024.
Thus, the hash function uses two timeslg k bits to select a bit
position of the input value for each of thelg n bits that code
for the hash values.

For the evolutionary algorithm, the task is to find an
optimum in a search space withs = 2 lg(k) lg(n) dimensions,
which is s = 2 × 5 × 10 = 100 in the example discussed
above. For the interested reader, the Subsection II-C explains
how this configuration is done in hardware.

The hardware platform as described above realizes all
operations in hardware, so that no software is involved at any
place. Thus, this packet classifier operates at a very high speed
given that the hash function is properly evolved.

Fig. 4. The implementation of the hash function in hardware.For details,
please, see text.

C. Realizing Hash Functions in Hardware

For the reader interested in evolvable hardware, it might be
worth describing some implementation details. The implemen-
tation is based on a field-programmable-gate-array (FPGA).
The genome is fed tolg n equivalent elements. Each single
element utilizes2 lg k bits to freely select two arbitrary bits
from the input key (using multiplexers denoted asMux in the
figure). These two arbitrarily selected bits are then processed
by an exclusive-or gate, thus providing one single bit to the
hash function.

In this particular implementation, the hash function consists
of lg k pairs of exclusivelyORed (XOR for short) input bits
arbitrarily chosen from the packet’s key. This way, the system
can realize 22 lg(k) lg(n) different hash functions. Thus, the
optimization goal for the application at hand is to find the
best one in a search space consisting of 22 lg(k) lg(n)=2100.
For further implementation details, the interested reader1 is
referred to the literature [16].

III. A LGORITHMS AND METHODS

This paper employs genetic algorithms to evolve hash
functions for the packet classification problem. Genetic al-
gorithms are a member of the class of heuristic population-
based search procedures known asevolutionary algorithms
that incorporate random variation and selection. Evolutionary
algorithms provides a framework that mainly consists of
genetic algorithms [6], evolutionary programming [5], [4], and
evolution strategies [11], [13].

A genetic algorithm maintains a population ofµ individuals,
also called parents. In each generation, it generatesλ offspring
by copying randomly selected parents and applying variation
operators, such as mutation and recombination. It then assigns
a fitness value (defined by a fitness or objective function) to
each offspring. Depending on their fitness, each offspring is
given a specific survival probability.

1VHDL code can be directly received by sending an email to Harald
Widiger.
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Fig. 5. The behavior of a simple (1+1)-GA; the left-hand-side shows a blow up in order to present more details.

Since the problem at hand is already encoded in a bit string
S consisting ofs = 2 lg(k) lg(n) bits, this paper directly
uses that bit string as the genome. The mutation operator flips
every bit randomly with a mutation probability ofpm = 1/s.
Because the bit representation is not given in any particular
ordering, this paper also applies uniform recombination, which
exchanges corresponding bits of two randomly selected parents
with a probabilitypr=0.5.

Depending on the selection scheme, the algorithms are
either denoted as (µ,λ)-GA or (µ+λ)-GA for short. The first
selection scheme indicates that it choses the parents for the
next generation from the offspring only, whereas the second
one also considers the parents from the current one. When
using the a (µ,λ)-GA, this paper also considers the best parent
for selection, also known as elitism, in order to avoid any
deterioration.

In order to achieve a permanent online adaptation, thehard-
ware implementation of the genetic algorithm is an integral
part of the entire system. Thus, the hardware is restricted to
rather small population sizes, such as a standard (1+1)-GA or
a (1,6)-GA; larger population sizes would simply require too
much hardware resources and/or computation time. However,
this paper also presents some benchmark tests for comparison
purposes.

Since the goal of the optimization procss is to evolve a hash
function with as few conflicts as possible, the fitness function
f is the sum of all conflicts. For the evaluation, this paper uses
a hash table with 65,365 entries (i.e.,lg n=16-bit wide table
indices), and draws 32,768 keys with a width ofk = 32 bit at
random. The fitness function then inserts the 32,768 keys one
after the other into the hash table, and in so doing, counts the
number of conflicts.

The hardware platform as described above has already
been realized, and has been used as a proof of concept. For
the investigation presented here, this paper has to resort to
simulations and randomly generated keys, since no adequate
and/or representative benchmarks exisits; neither do the au-
thors have access to a representative network in which the

existing hardware platform could be incorporated. It may be
mentioned here that the resulting execution time is the only
noteable difference between the simulation and the actual
hardware platform. Since the simulation model is implemented
in SystemC, it mimics the actual hardware implementation
accurately. One single run with aλ = 6 over 1000 generations
require approximately 30 minutes of simulation time.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the behavior of a simple (1+1)-GA averaged
over 10 independent runs. As can be seen on the left-hand-side,
the hash function starts off with about 850,000 conflicts. But
then, the procedure rapidly arrives at a value of about 48,300
conflicts, as can be seen on the right-hand-side of Figure 5,
which shows a blow up. A final value of about 48,300 conflicts
results in an average of slightly less than 2.5 memory access
per key. This value is reasonably good and significantly better
than previous research has achieved [7].
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In addition, Figure 6 shows ten individual runs. As can be
clearly seen, all runs exhibit a very similar behavior. It isthus
reasonable that the remainder of this section discusses only
averaged performance figures.

Figures 7 to 9 show how larger population sizes affect the
algorithm’s performance. In general, as can be expected, larger
population sizes accelerate the evolutionary process. However,
neither the employment of larger population sizes nor the
usage of recombination is able to significantly improve the
final fitness value.

As can be expected, Figures 8 and 9 both indicate that
recombination significantly improves the convergence speed
of a genetic algorithm. Even though larger population sizes
operate faster, they normally exhibit an inferiorsequential
performance. But since the system described here is be used
in hardware, the extra effort in terms of hardware resources
does not seem worth it, especially since this would accelerate
only the initial stage (see, also, Section V). Once the system
has converged to a suitable solution, even a simple (1+1)-GA
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Fig. 9. The behavior of a (4,20)-GA with and without recombination.

adapts to changes of the rule set sufficiently fast.
Finally, this section discusses the scaling behavior of this

approach with respect to the number of keys. To this end,
Figure 10 shows how often the evolved hash function accesses
the memory on average for each incoming packet for 8k,
16K, 32K, and 64K rules. It can be seen that the average
value is between 2.4 and 3.2.

V. FAST BOOTSTRAPPING BYSMART INITIALIZATION

A. The Initialization Algorithm

Section IV has presented the results when evolving hash
functions by means of (µ,λ)-genetic algorithms. It is surprins-
ing that with an average of 1.5 conflicts (i.e., 2.5 memory
accesses), these rather canonical algorithms yield results better
than those reported in the literature [7]. Furthermore, the
results indicate a significant improvement from the randomly
chosen starting points to the final fitness values. This section
investigates to what extent a modified initialization procedure
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would be able to improve the algorithm’s performance with
respect to both runtime and final fitness values. A better start-
off in the first phase, would help the router particularly in
its start-up phase, also called bootstrapping, since during that
stage, a non-optimized hash function cannot be expected to
perform well. Therefore, this section aims at a smart initial-
ization process, and abandons random initializations; it rather
initializes the parents of the first generation in dependence of
some properties of the initial data base’s rule set. To this end,
this section adopts the following strategy: for allk bits of the
(rule) keys, it counts how often thekth bit position is set to
“1”. It then selects those2 lg n bits for the hash value that are
closest to half of the total number of rules. That is, the initial
hash function utilizes those bits that are statistically closest to
50 % be set; the assumption is that those bits have the highest
entropy.

B. Results

Figure 11 shows the performance of the different genetic
algorithms when using the initialization procedure described
above. First of all, the procedures starts off at an initial value of
about 16,000 conflicts, which is way better than the best result
obtained with a random initialization. The drastic improvement
suggests that the results reported in Sections IV constitute local
optima. Second, the genetic algorithms more or less all arrive
at a final value of about 11,500 conflicts. With 32,768 keys
(data base rules), the hash function accesses the memory about
1.35 times on average.

Figure 12 shows how often the evolved hash function
accesses the memory on average per incoming packet for 8k,
16K, 32K, and 64K rules. It can be seen that the average
value is between 1.35 and 1.44, with evendecreasingnumbers
for larger rule sets.
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Fig. 12. This figure shows how often the evolved hash functionaccesses
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C. Realizing the Initialization in Hardware

This initialization procedure has been implemented in hard-
ware as follows (see, also, Figure 13): the initialization module
employsk counters, one for each bit of the rule key. Then,
for every key a finite-state machine increments or decrements
all counters if the corresponding key bit is “1” or “0”,
respectively. After all keys have been processed, each counter
containes the difference between the occurrences of “1”s
and “0”s at the corresponding positions. For this stage, the
hardware requiresk counters with a witdh of⌈lg n + 1⌉ bits.

In a second stage, the initialization module performs a
bubble sort on the counter values by means of another finite-
state machine. To this end, the module calculates the 2-
complement if a counter value is negative. Then, the module
employsk counters with a witdh of⌈lg n + 1⌉ bits. Since the
hash value haslg(n) bit positions, each of which is an XOR
of two bit from the key, the initialization procedure selects
the2 lg n best bit positions of the key, i.e., those bit positions
where the occurrences of “0” and “1” is as equal as possible.
Out of this selection, the procedure, XORs the best with the

Fig. 13. The realization of the finite-state machine for calculating proper
initialization values from the initial rule data base. For details, please, see
text.



worst, the second best with the second worst, and so on. The
resulting genome serves as a seed value for the subsequent
evolutionary process.

Even though this paper has used simulations in order to
obtain benchmark tests, the evolution of a hash function has
also been implemented in an FPGA-based hardware. In order
to keep the hardware resources at a minimum, the smart
initialization algorithm holds all counters in a single RAM
Block (BRAM) provided by FPGAs today. The capacity of
one BRAM suffices for 224 512-bit wide keys. The counters
hence do not consume any of the logic resources. Only the
two finite-state machine require a descent number of logic
elements. The current implementation requires an area of 206
slices (logic elements in a Xilinx FPGA), which increases the
size of the entire packet classifier by about 7 %. In light of
the achieved performance, this extra hardware burden seems
worth it.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has applied various genetic algorithms to evolve
hash functions directly in hardware in order to address the
problem of fast packet classification in state-of-the-art network
routers. It turned out that simple (1+1)-GAs evolve hash
functions reasonably fast.

In order to speedup the behavior in the very first generations,
e.g., after switch-on or after any hardware reset, this paper
has also investigated an initialization procedure that directly
exploits properties of the given rule set. This initialization
requires only one complete sweep through all rules of the data
base, and thus compares to one single fitness evaluation.

The hash function, the genetic algorithm, the data path of
the packet classifier, and the additional initialization procedure
have all been implemented in hardware using the VHDL
description language. In a Xilinx Virtex4-FX20 FPGA [18],
the system consumes 3000 slices of logic and runs at a clock
rate of more than 125 MHz. At this speed, the classifier is
capable of performing more than 60 million classifications
per second, when assuming two memory accesses per clas-
sification (indicated by the simulation results). Thus, a single
packet classifier would be theoretically able to process 28.8
GBit/s of Ethernet traffic at wire speed, even if the packets
have the minimal size.

Further research will be dedicated to an analysis of why
the proposed initialization procedure yields such a high per-
formance improvement. It can be expected, of course, that a
proper initialization significantly accelerates the evolutionary
process. However, it is yet unclear, why the genetic algorithms
converged at about 45,000 conflicts when starting with a
randomly initialized population, and were not able at all to
achieve a value of about 16,000 conflicts already from the
very beginning.

Future research will also be dedicated to an evaluation of
the proposed packet classifier system in a real-world commu-
nication network. To this end, a project is set up with the
industrial research partner.

Finally, the packet classifier could benefit from a further
speed up of the evolutionary process, since it would allow
for faster adaptations to changing rule data bases. To this
end, future research will be evaluating different collision
resolution as well as potential benefits of the utilization of
memory interleaving methods. Furthermore, future research
will be investigating modified evaluation models as well as
the parallelization of the evolutionary process.
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